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Context
Internet memes (IM) are pieces of creative media that typically include textual and visual
elements that people create and share online to describe a situation using another existing
one to which they relate.
As potential vectors for misinformation [17] and political propaganda [20], but also as a novel
digital medium for expressing complex and relatable ideas [5], IMs have been of interest to
cognitive linguistics [5], psychology [13], and neuroscience [19]. Recent computer science
research on IMs focuses on analyzing their spread (i.e., “virality”) [18,21,16] or their relation
to hate speech in fringe communities [14,15,22].
However, current machine learning models cannot dissect or understand what an internet
meme means, because most of the datasets focus on specific use cases (e.g.,
hate-speech[4], emotion recognition [6], and offensive content [7]), instead of codifying its
meaning. This information exists, but it is scattered in different places (e,g, KnowYourMems,
imgflip, Reddit) and it’s written in natural language.
In the context of frame semantics [1], frames are descriptions of a type of event, relation, or
entity and the participants in it. For example, the concept of cooking typically involves a
person doing the cooking (Cook), the food that is to be cooked (Food), something to hold the
food while cooking (Container), and a source of heat (Heating_instrument).
Semantic frames are the ideal solution to describe the meaning of a meme because they
allow us to describe a meme in a machine-readable way.

Objectives

Currently, there are no automatic methods (e.g., machine learning models) to detect the
semantic frame concepts from memes and create such annotations. and aligning the internet
memes to semantic frames can be tedious and complex work for a single person.
However, crowdsourcing - i.e., involving a large group of participants to perform a task - has
been successfully used in the past to annotate large quantities of data in different domains
[8, 10, 11, 12].
On the other hand, crowdsourcing has its challenges. Crowdworkers are typically
non-experts, and often are motivated just by the monetary results - and they tend to finish
their task as fast as possible to receive the reward.
The objective of this work is to design a crowdsourcing application to allow crowd workers to
annotate internet memes with the concept of semantic frames. The idea is to make the



worker analyze the textual description of a meme in KnowYourMeme and highlight the part
of the text that corresponds to a semantic frame (as described in FrameNet2)
The designed application has to consider all the problems related to the involvement of the
crowd in the annotation task - such as: identifying low-quality responses, making the task
more engaging, etc.

Methodology

● Familiarize yourself with the concepts related to crowdsourcing [2, 8, 10, 11, 12], the
internet meme knowledge graph [3], and framenet [1].

● Familiarize yourself with the crowdsourcing platform https://www.prolific.co/
● Design the crowdsourcing application in terms of the type(s) of task the worker will

need to perform, quality check(s), and how to aggregate the results (e.g., what
happens when multiple workers disagree).

● Run the crowdsourcing application and collect the results. According to the state of
the works, we will decide if it’s the case to just run a pilot study or to use the real
platform.

● Define evaluation metrics (and/or evaluation tasks) to quantify the quality of the
framing of the memes, and apply them to the results obtained from the crowd
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